
 

Dear all,  

 

We now know what we already suspected: the confinement would last longer and will affect 

even more people. With the publication of the latest Royal Decree, the government has 

expanded the limits on confinement and mobility. We will need to get used to this unstable 

planning where the rules may change from week to week.  

 

Returning to classrooms will not be immediate. We know the constraints can last for weeks 

and can be prolonged for months, even until the end of the academic year.  For this reason, 

the University of Girona has approved a series of measures provided in scenario 5 of 

response to COVID-19. This scenario poses prolonged confinement, so the numerous 

activities that we have already begun to establish remotely (teaching, research, services, 

and administration) will likely continue to be carried out non face-to-face until the end of the 

academic year. Therefore, the challenge is  a major one: we have to turn what has been 

exceptional so far into usual. This will require from all of us an effort and dedication that I 

would like to thank you beforehand.  

 

That does not mean that we are getting into normality. In the present situation nothing is 

natural. The suffering of people stuck in hospitals, the problems facing our health staff, the 

economic downturn already impacting companies and families, the momentary loss of 

freedom and the difficult coexistence within the boundaries of our homes are all ingredients. 

It will definitely be one of this century's most significant historical cases. And someone, like 

we were the Titanic musicians, might challenge the obstinacy of keeping the University going 

in this case.  As if the sad voices of the people suffering did not touch the University's high 

walls.  

 

Running the University is our way of helping; the way we claim we are a public service. 

Holding the institutions running under these difficult circumstances is the only way we have 

in order to show our contribution to society. First of all, we need to do this aware of our limits 

and our fragility. We have to recognize that this scenario poses unprecedented problems 

and we must deal with them with determination, but also with humbleness. We must also be 

sensitive to the ones who suffer the most. Home economies are compromised and the health 
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of certain community members or of anyone close to them have been affected by the 

pandemic. Some of you have suffered the loss of a family member in very sad 

circumstances. I would like to give you the condolences of the whole University. And I would 

like to ask you all to hold a special sensitivity towards all those people who are stuck in an 

increasingly tough scenario, in especially difficult circumstances.  

 

Thank you all and I thank you for your commitment to our institution, your dedication and 

your effort. As our colleague Josep Maria Fonalleras says, there are some activities which 

separate us from chaos. He is speaking about the potter and the gardener, but I believe that 

he would also like to include academic practices.  We foresee very complicated weeks, and 

sometimes we will feel, as Espriu said, ‘how long it is to wait for a rise of light in the gloom'. 

But all of the effort must eventually turn into fruitful results.   

 

Cordially.  

 

 

 

Girona, 31 March 2020 
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